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Cancer – A New Awakening
Don’t just remove the tumours, remove the
root causes! by Peter Lim
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ver since my cousin and a dedicated staff died of
cancer when young, there is a burning desire to find
a breakthrough. The insight must come from above to
understand this cancer challenge. Twenty one years ago,
Nature’s Glory was founded and its logo speaks it all: “Man
in Harmony with Nature, Attains a Glorious Health Stature!”
The vision and answer of health are primarily found in nature,
just like the wild animals have instinctively discovered.
We pioneered the organic and
macrobiotic movements and later
the Gerson Therapy. Nutrition and
supplements are keys to recovery,
but they are slow to face the speedy
cancer challenge. We had many
failures. The breakthrough came
late last year to understand the
complex mystery made simple to us
from above, through our research in
“energy medicine”. We are amazed
by the results which potentially
meet answers to over 90% of health
challenges. Twenty one years ago,
we launched our unique chlorella,
now researched for 60 years, and
predicted then that colorectal cancer
would be the leading cancer here.

Get into the Root of
the Problem

Our research shows that most
cancers are due to pathogens and
toxins arising from suppressed
immune system and nutritional
deficiencies. Pathogens include
bacteria, viruses, fungi, allergies, and
parasites. They attack the immune
system, spread and attack up to
100 parts of the body! They form
colonies within the tumours to thrive
on the nutrients. As wolves in sheep’s
clothing, they coated themselves
with fibrinogen glue to deceive the
immune system that the tumours are
“one of us”.
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If a rat comes into your house, do you keep on cleaning up the
mess? No, you catch the rat to stop the mess! Same way, the
pathogens and toxins cause the tumours. Should we remove
the tumours or the root causes? If the parasites are all over the
body, how do you expect to remove the tumours one by one
without destroying life? If you remove by toxins, you will further
weaken the helpless body that it could not even defend against
colds infection, more so against the remaining cancer cells that
are not killed. Many removed the tumours without even knowing
the causes; and the tumours kept coming back because the
root causes were not dealt with.
Removing cancer is a strategy to remove the root causes and
build a strong immune system to counter the attacks. A wrong
strategy could lead to tragedy and premature death! A male
client had breast cancer and was operated to take out the
breast and lymph nodes. He spent about $200,000 on drugs
and soon discovered he had prostate cancer as the meridian
points are linked and now blocked. He did not make it. What
more, in later years, the surgery parts that have blocked energy
may surface into more tumours.

Curing Cancer is an Art
and Science

From our research, cancer occurrence is a systematic
behavioural trend due mainly to pathogens and toxins, some
even from birth. Remove acidity, toxins, and free radicals.
Deprive food to tumour cells. Strip their external coating to
wake up the immune system to attack. Strengthen good cells
with healthy nutrients and oxygen. Attack the pathogens with
higher energy levels than themselves to weaken, for them to
retreat and die. When a person dies, the pathogens will leave
the tumours as there is nothing to eat. So if we know how to deal
with the pathogens and toxins, they will also leave the body.
There is no need to even remove the tumours unless they are
really life threatening! They will subside naturally just like boils
in our younger days! Herein lies the mystery of our “energy
medicine” in our research to fight and win the battle. It is really
amazing to see what we saw! We are going against the tide.
With a positive spirit and an open mind, you will discover the
truth, and the truth will surely set you free, for you to enjoy life
and health more abundantly! You can remove one “beehive” but
not hundreds of them in some cases, without endangering life!
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